Abstract. In this paper, an L°°(Ll )-error estimate for a class of finite volume methods for the approximation of scalar multidimensional conservation laws is obtained. These methods can be formally high-order accurate and are defined on general triangulations. The error is proven to be of order ft'/4 , where h represents the "size" of the mesh, via an extension of Kuznetsov approximation theory for which no estimate of the total variation and of the modulus of continuity in time are needed. The result is new even for the finite volume method constructed from monotone numerical flux functions.
Introduction
In this paper, a modification of the Kuznetsov approximation theory for multidimensional scalar conservation laws [28, 29] is obtained which is then used to obtain an L°° (Lx )-error estimate for the class of monotone finite volume methods (which are at most first-order accurate only), as well as for high-order schemes constructed upon some of them. We consider the Cauchy problem for a multidimensional scalar conservation law ( [26, 30, 31, 51] ): (1.1) d, u + div f(u) = 0 inR+xR¿, (1.2) u(0) = u0 onRd, where the flux function / : R -> Rd is assumed to be smooth and the initial data «o is taken to be in the space L°°(Rd) n BV(Rd) of bounded functions of bounded variation in Rd. In [28, 41] , error estimates are obtained for approximations uh to the solution of (1.1)-(1.2) which satisfy the following properties (for each T > 0, and some constant C = C(T) > 0 ):
(Í) II U Hl°°((0,7')xR«') ^ C >
(ii) \\uh(t)-uh(t')\\V{Rd)<C(\t-t'\ + h), ( iii) ||W ||l°°(0,7';BK(R'')) < C, (iv) Eh<Ch,
where Eh represents the term of entropy dissipation associated with uh . In this paper, we obtain an error estimate for numerical schemes that need not satisfy the above conditions. Among them are the monotone schemes defined on general triangulations (for which no proof of the estimate (iii) is available) and the finite volume methods obtained from some monotone schemes by the so-called hy-antidiffusion technique (for which none of the above properties hold). The main idea in this paper is that the error estimate follows from a weak estimate for the uniform norm and a weak upper bound of the entropy dissipation of the approximations, i.e., estimates of the form (for each T > 0 ):
(Í) \\Uh\\L°°{{0,T)xV)<&ih-''1), (iv) Eh<cf(h^), for some numbers vi and v2 in (0, 1]. (Compare with the setting due to Tadmor for one-dimensional problems using compensated compactness arguments [47] .)
Let us recall that Kuznetzov [28, 29] was the first to obtain an error estimate for the monotone schemes for (1.1) after the pionnering works by Kruzkov [26, 27] , and Volpert [51] . Using grids which are Cartesian products of uniform onedimensional partitions, Kuznetsov proved that the error \\u(t) -wa(í)IIl'(r<') between the exact solution u and the approximate solution uh is tf(hxl2), as h goes to zero (uniformly for t in (0,T)).
Sanders [41, 42] (see also Osher and Sanders [39] ) later proved that the same rate of the L°°(LX )-error holds for monotone schemes constructed by using two-point monotone fluxes on nonuniform Cartesian grids. Error estimates for other numerical schemes that also satisfy the properties (i) to (iv) (or a refined version of them) have been obtained by Lucier in [34, 35, and 36] . Hoff and Smoller [22] first proved that the error in Glimm's scheme is cf(hxIHnh). We also refer to Chern [4] who proves an error estimate for Glimm's scheme applied to systems of conservation laws. Cf. also Johnson and Szepessy [25] who treat a finite element method for one-dimensional systems. For the so-called quasi-monotone schemes, [5, 6, 7] , the estimate of the entropy dissipation (iv) does not hold. Cockburn [5] modified the Kuznetsov approximation theory and proved that the L°°(LX)-error for these schemes is cf(hyl2) for some number y £ (0, 1]. Recently, Tadmor [47] (also [37] ) proposed a general framework to obtain error estimates for one-dimensional scalar conservation laws. His method allowed him to get error estimates for several first-order and second-order methods. The present work presents the first result on error estimates for a multidimensional problem with general triangulations.
For a background on the analysis and the convergence of difference schemes, we refer to the works by Harten, Hyman, and Lax [20] , and Harten, Lax, and van Leer [21] . Observe that Crandall and Majda proved in [16] a general theorem of convergence of the monotone schemes. See also Goodman and LeVeque [19] , Hou and LeFloch [23] , LeFloch and Liu [33] , Osher [38] , Osher and Tadmor [40] , and Tadmor [46] . Szepessy [44, 45] , for the streamline diffusion method, and Coquel and LeFloch [13, 14, 15] , for high-order difference schemes, proved the convergence of numerical schemes without appealing to a uniform BV estimate (iii). To do so, the framework of DiPerna's measure-valued solutions [18] was used. The importance of deriving an estimate of the rate of entropy dissipation for difference schemes was emphasized by Coquel and LeFloch in [14] . Chen, Du, and Tadmor [ 1 ] next used [ 18] in their analysis of spectral methods. This approach is related to the compensated compactness technique, for which we refer the reader to DiPerna [17] , as well as [2, 3, 24, and 47] , and the references therein.
The present paper continues the work initiated in [9] , where the convergence of the monotone finite volume methods was proven. The idea that prompted this work is the following. On the one hand, DiPerna's [ 18] uniqueness result for (1.1), (1.2) in the class of measure-valued solutions was based on Kruzkov's techniques [26] . On the other hand, Kuznetsov approximation theory [28] is also based on Kruzkov's approach. It is then reasonable to expect that by using Kuznetsov's theory, the measure-valued approach could be bypassed. In this paper we prove that this is indeed the case. Our technique of proof in this paper involves more work than in [9] , but has the advantage of providing not only the convergence, but also an estimate of the error.
We consider here a large class of numerical schemes, which can be highorder accurate, and derive an error estimate from a suitable modification of Kuznetsov's approach. We do not need an estimate of the total variation like (iii), nor an estimate of the modulus of continuity in time like (ii). For monotone schemes, although the modulus of continuity in time is uniformly bounded, as a consequence of the Lx-contraction property, no proof of the boundedness on the total variation is available. The Lx-contraction property does not hold for high-order accurate schemes, and so an approximation theory that does not require any estimate on the modulus of continuity in time is essential. Our proof is based on a formulation of the discrete entropy inequalities and on the so-called entropy dissipation estimate that were derived in [9] . Note that, in order to make use of these inequalities, it is necessary to introduce suitably chosen piecewise constant test functions adapted from the original paper by Kuznetsov to our case. This is due to the fact that, for general triangulations, the property of invariance by translation is lost. The result in this paper can be easily extended to the Runge-Kutta type discretizations introduced in [10, 11, and 12].
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we state the hypotheses on the triangulations, define the class of schemes under consideration, and state the error estimate (see Theorem 2.1). In §3, we give the proof of Theorem 2.1, decomposed into five subsections: (a) the basic inequality, (b) estimating the lack of symmetry of the entropy, (c) estimating the entropy production associated with the exact solution, (d) estimating the entropy production associated with the approximate solution, (e) completion of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Finally, in §4, we prove that high-order accurate schemes built upon monotone schemes satisfying sharp entropy inequalities beiong to the class of numerical schemes for which Theorem 2.1 holds.
Statement of the main result
Let f" = HT,rt = 0, l,...,bea uniform mesh for the discretization of R+ and, for each h > 0, let J¡¡ be a triangulation of Rd composed of nonoverlapping, and nonempty polyhedra. As is usual in the finite element approach, we assume that, if two distinct elements Ki and K2 in <5£ have a nonempty intersection, say /, then either / is a face of both Ä'i and K2, or / has Hausdorff dimension less than d -1. The set of faces of a polyhedron K is denoted by dK, and, for each face on K, Ne¡K 6 Rd represents the outward unit normal vector to the face e . Given a face e of K, then Ke is the unique polyhedron which shares the same face e with K . The volume of K and the (d -l)-measure of e are denoted by \K\ and \e\, respectively. Without loss of generality, we can assume that h = sup hie < +OC, where h¡c is the exterior diameter of a polyhedron. The perimeter of K is defined by pk -X^ea/c \e\ • The interior diameter of an element K is denoted by Pk.
We assume the following conditions on x and =9^ : and all values where the supremum is taken over all elements K, all faces e. u under consideration.
Since we want to recover the entropy solution to problem (1.1)-(1.2), the numerical flux in (2.6b) must satisfy a discrete version of the entropy inequality. Following an idea due to Tadmor [46] , and following Coquel and LeFloch [15] , we express uK+x as a convex combination of one-dimensional discrete operators: A discrete entropy inequality for uK+x will follow if each of the values uK+\ , e £ dK, satisfies an (essentially one-dimensional) discrete entropy inequality.
Following Kruzkov and Kuznetsov, we focus our attention on the set of inequalities associated with the so-called Kruzkov entropies. We recall that the classical Kruzkov entropies form a one-parameter family of entropy-entropy flux pairs for equation (1.1):
(2.9)
is an entropy with respect to one variable, when the other is kept constant. Moreover, (U, F) is symmetric with respect to (v , w).
Instead of working directly with (2.9), since this is difficult with high-order schemes, cf. the entropy inequality (2.15) below, it will be convenient to consider the following regularization:
(
for \w -v\ < l/M.
As M tends to infinity, we recover the Kruzkov entropies. The function Um is strictly convex with respect to both variables, and satisfies (2.11) dU:
We view Um as an entropy function with respect to the first variable. The flux associated with this entropy is given by
Jw OS Notice that, unlike F, the function FM, unfortunately, is no longer symmetric:
and in particular is not an entropy flux with respect to its second argument. This is a difficulty when applying Kuznetsov theory. However, we are able to overcome this difficulty by using the fact that the difference
is of order l/M ; see the proof of Lemma 3.2. We assume that, for each M > 0 and each c, and for each e and K, there are numerical entropy flux terms G" K , which are locally Lipschitz continuous functions depending on a finite number of mesh values. We also assume that they are conservative and consistent with the entropy flux Fm(-, c), that is,
, and for which a discrete entropy inequality holds [5, 14] :
The quantities aK e and vK e in the right-hand side of (2.15) are assumed to satisfy for all time T the following estimate:
(2 m £ Y,\aK,e\\VK,e-vl,e\\e\T<Clh°e €dK for some a > 0 and Ci = CX(T) > 0. In addition, the terms aK e are assumed to obey the following conservation property, similar to (2.5a):
(2.17) anK,e + al,e = 0.
Finally, we assume that the amplitude of the approximation does not grow faster than h~ß for some ß £ [0, 1) ; specifically for all time T > 0, (2.18) || uh Hz.oodo.nxR') -II "o IL-,*) + C2h-p for some constant C2 = C2(T) > 0. For instance, for the monotone schemes built up with two-point monotone fluxes, we can take aK e = 0, so that Ci = C2 = 0, and take Um as the Kruzkov entropies, i.e., l/M = 0 in (2.15). Finally, we assume that the flux function is at most quadratic at infinity, in the following sense:
(Obviously, (2.19) is irrelevant in the case that ||wa||l°° is uniformly bounded.)
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We now state the main result whose proof is given in the next section. II At) -u(t) ||L1(A) < Co hx'* || Mo ||$R,) + q/*1/2 (|| m \\L~m + TV(u0))
where At = {\x\ < A -tB) is a domain of influence/dependence, Co and C'Q depend on t and A, and Cq depends on t • TV(uq) . Furthermore, C'¿ = 0 if Ci = c2 = o.
For monotone schemes, C'¿ = 0, Theorem 2.1 shows that the rate of convergence of the finite volume method is cf(hx/4) when measured in the Lx norm. This rate seems to be optimal, at least with the technique developed in this paper. For the monotone schemes defined in Cartesian uniform grids, considered by Kuznetsov [28] , or in nonuniform Cartesian grids considered by Sanders [41] , the rate of convergence is hx/2. However, in this latter case, the scheme is uniformly bounded in the total variation norm (TVB), and the original Kuznetsov technique applies. Our result extends the error estimate in [28] and [41] to schemes that are not necessarily stable in the BV norm. Note that our basic assumption is the set of inequalities (2.15). Our result is new even with aK e = 0.
Following Coquel and LeFloch [ 14] in the case of Cartesian meshes, one easily sees that Theorem 2.1 applies to the class of schemes based on the so-called corrected antidiffusive flux technique. Theorem 2.1 indeed applies to the highorder accurate schemes (defined on quasi-uniform triangulations) built with the so-called A''-antidiffusion method upon monotone schemes that satisfy sharp entropy inequalities, in the sense of [14] . In §4, we prove that these schemes satisfy the entropy inequality (2.15), and the estimate (2.16) with a = l/p, for some p > 2 ; moreover, we show that the upper bound (2.18) with ß = 0 holds when the triangulations are quasi-uniform. By Theorem 2.1, this implies that these schemes converge with a rate of cf(hx/2p). A recent work by Vila [50] also treats the extension to more general high-order explicit or implicit schemes.
We emphasize that the uniformity of the time-discretization has been assumed for the sake of simplicity. Theorem 2.1 remains true for nonuniform time-discretizations satisfying the standard restrictions. Theorem 2.1 also extends to more general space triangulations that do not satisfy the properties (2.1)-(2.2) and are not necessarily composed of polyhedra, but admit a refinement made of ¿/-dimensional polyhedra that satisfies (2.1)-(2.2). The triangulations ¡J~h themselves could also depend upon t" , as is necessary for mesh refinement techniques.
Proof of the main result
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 2.1. Our proof is based on a suitable modification of the classical Kuznetsov approximation result. Proposition 3.1, derived below at the end of the first subsection, yields a basic inequality for u-uh measured in the Lx norm which:
( 1 ) does not involve the modulus of continuity in time of the approximate solutions, (2) is based on the regularization (2.10) of the Kruzkov entropies, and (3) involves a piecewise constant approximation of the standard Kuznetsov test function, which is necessary to apply the discrete entropy inequalities derived in [9] .
This basic inequality involves two kinds of terms: one measures the lack of symmetry in the regularized version of the Kruzkov entropies; two other terms measure the entropy production relative to the functions u and uh, respectively.
In Proposition 3.2, we use (2.13) to prove that the error term due to the lack of symmetry of the regularized entropy flux defined by (2.12) is at most 0( 1 )/M. In Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, we estimate the entropy production associated with the exact solution u and the approximate solution uh , respectively. Finally, in a last subsection, we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
For simplicity in the presentation, and in the rest of the paper, the initial data «o in (1.2) is assumed to have compact support. All the estimates below have straightforward extensions to trapezoid-shaped domains (as stated in the main theorem), which hold for arbitrary initial data. We denote by QA(r) the union of the supports of the functions u and uh at time t, which clearly satisfies |QA(i)| = 0(1) td for large t. For convenience in the presentation, we fix a bounded time interval [0, T], such that x nr = T, for some integer «r, and we then estimate || uh(T) -u(T) \\v .
We point out that, in the case of monotone schemes (on arbitrary triangulations), the Kruzkov entropies can be used (i.e., l/M can be taken to be zero). In that case, the L1-contraction property does provide an estimate of the modulus of continuity in time, and it can be proven that II uh(t) -uh(t') \\om < TV(Yh(uo)) (\t -t'\ + t) , where TV(Pn(u0)) remains uniformly bounded (see, for a proof, [8] ), owing to the assumptions (2.1) and (2.2).
3.1. The basic inequality. Our first objective is to derive a generalization of Kuznetsov's approximation inequality for JRrf \uh(T, x) -u(T, x)\ dx , i.e., Proposition 3.1 below. We are going to work with a special class of test functions <f) we now define. Let eo and e be arbitrary positive real numbers. Let co : R -» R be a smooth nonnegative even function with unit mass, and support in [-1, 1], and, for any positive number y , let us set coy(s) -^co(s/y) for all s in R. We consider the function </> defined by d (3.1) <j)(t,x;t',x') = oeeo(t-t')y/e(x-x'), y/((x -x') = Y[oj,(xí -x¡). i=i
To simplify the notation, and if there is no risk of confusion, we will often drop either the variable (t, x), or (t', x'), or both. We observe that the support of <h shrinks to the "line" {(t, x) = (f, x')} as e0, e -* 0. We shall use the notation QT = (0, T) x Rd , or Q'T = (0, T) x Rd if (t', x') are the relevant variables.
To use the entropy inequalities in [9] , we must introduce the following piecewise constant approximations of the functions coeo(t -1') and y/e(x-x'): (3.2) and oeeo(t; t') = coCo(tn+i -t') for t £ [tn,tn+i),
Ve(x;x') = y/e,K(x') = -^ ¥e(y -x')dT(y), PKeetKJ* X£K,X' £Rd ,K£^h, Wé(x;x') = y/ÍK>(x) = --X] We(x -y')dV(y'),
Next we define the corresponding approximations dth(b, d¡l<j), Vh(j),and Va <f> of the exact time derivative and space gradients of the test function </>, respectively:
(3.4) and (3.5) dth<f>(t ,x;t',x') = ye(x; x')d,oei0(t -t'), dt1 (¡>(t, x; t',x') = -M(x; x')dtcof0(t-t'), Vh(t>(t,x;t',x') = oeeo(t;t')Vtpe(x-x'), Vh'<b(t,x; t',x') = -oe'tB(t; t')Vy/e(x-x').
Similarly, it will be convenient to introduce a piecewise constant approximation of the exact solution u :
The quantities u(t,x), u(t, x), and uh(t', x') will be abbreviated as u, ü, and uh, respectively.
For definiteness, we consider u and uh as right-continuous functions from [0, T) to Lx(Rd) whose limits from the left exist on (0, 7"]. The function u represents the entropy solution to problem (1.1 )-( 1.2), while uh denotes the piecewise constant approximate solution (2.4) given by the scheme (2.6). We start our derivation by introducing the approximate entropy dissipation form E*0tf(u, uh) as follows: 
Jw
The term 6Ao >e(u, c; t', jc') is a measure of the entropy dissipation associated with the entropy solution u: it is basically nonpositive; Proposition 3.3 below will give a precise statement. Observe that ü defined by (3.6) appears in the first term of the right-hand side of (3.7b): this is due to the fact that the time derivative of uh needs special treatment, as was observed in [9] . Setting uh = uh (which is a natural definition in view of the definition (3.6) of it and the fact that uh is piecewise constant), we can define E^ e(uh , u) and 6f0,e(c' "A ' *' •*) by tne same formulas. Following Kuznetsov, and using the fact that Um is a symmetric function, we have the following identity: term is essentially bounded by a quantity proportional to 2/M, which is the size of the support of ^ . Our treatment of the term /?Ao ((u, uh) is different from [28] and [41] , where the Lx contraction property was used. Our motivation (for the application to formally high-order schemes) is to obtain a lower bound for /?Ao t(w, uh) independent of the modulus of continuity of the function uh : [0, T] -► Lx(Rd).
Lemma 3.1 (Lower bound for /?Ao t(u, uh) ). We have 2RheoJu,uh)
[ UM(uh(T,x'),u(T,x'))dx'-Í UM(uh(<d,x'),u(0,x'))dx' 2 j coeo(t')UM (uh(t', x'), u(t', *')) dx'dt' > 'Q't -3 ( e + e0 du
Proof. In view of (3.8b), we can write Z?*0e = Ri + R2 + R3 + R4, with the obvious notation. We estimate R2 in the following crude manner: R2 > 0. In order to estimate Ri, we consider the decomposition
UM[uh(T,x'),u(t,x)) = UM(uh(T,x'),u(T,x'))
+ [UM (uh(T, x'),u(T, x)) -Um (uh(T, x'),u(T, x'))} + [Um (uh(T, x'),u(t, x)) -UM (uh(T, x'),u(T, *))} , and get
UM(uh(T,x'),u(t,x)) >UM(uh(T, x'),u(T, x'))-\u(T, x) -u(T, x')\-\u(t, x) -u(T, x)\,
since the Lipschitz norm of Um is 1. Taking into account the fact that u is the entropy solution, as was done by Kuznetsov, we obtain Ri > \ jd UM (uh(T, x'), u(T, x')) dx'
We proceed in a similar way to estimate R$ and R4 :
Ri> -\[dUM («A(0, x'), u(0, x)) dx' -Ue + eQ R4> -j cot0(t')UM (uh(t', x'), u(t', jc')) dx'dt' The desired result follows by adding the above inequalities. G For clarity in the following statement, we render here explicit the dependence of S* f(u, uh), E^ai(u, uh) and E¡/oe(uh, u) upon T by writing, instead, SA0 e(w, uh ; T), E¿ e(u, uh ; T), and E¿oe(uh , u; T), respectively. Our basic approximation result follows from Lemma 3.1 by an application of Gronwall's inequality. + 6 sup (SA e(u, uh; 0 + Ehto ((u,uh;t) + E*o e(uh,u; t)), 0<1<T where Qh(T) is the union of the supports of u and uh .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have In view of the formula (3.8c), we can set 5* jf (u, uh) = S{ +S2 with obvious notation. The next two lemmas provide estimates for Si and S2 , respectively, which immediately imply the estimate stated in Proposition 3.2. From the above inequality, we deduce that (3.10) \S'x'\<C^TV(u0).
In view of (3.9) and (3.10), the proof of Lemma 3.2 is complete. □ Proof of Lemma 3.3. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can assume that u is smooth. Consider the decomposition S2 = S'2 + S2 , where
In view of (3.2) and (3.3), we can estimate S2 as follows: The remaining two terms are easily estimated; for instance, using (2.18), we have
Jr." Jq't ĥ C(||uo|Il°°(r<') + ||w ||¿°°([o,r]xR<'))< C(||i<o||z.«(*) + C2A-')*.
This shows that (3.12) \S'2\<Cj(\\uo\\Loom + C2h-p + TTV(uo)).
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is complete in view of inequalities (3.11) and (3.12). D 3.3. Estimating the entropy production for the exact solution.
Proposition 3.3 (Estimate of E¡¡ e(u, uh) ). We havê
where the constant C does not depend upon h, e, e0, M, T, and «o-(The constant C2 was introduced in (2.18).) Proof. Since u is an entropy solution to (1.1), for each (t', x') and n, one has / {uM(u(t"+i, x), uh(t', x')) -UM(u(t" , x), uh(t', x'))} y/f(x -x')dx / / FM(u(t, x), uh)V • y/e(x -x')dtdx < 0.
Jtn Jr"
Multiplying this inequality by coeo(r"+i -t'), using (3.2), and summing in time,
we arrive at the following inequality:
7r¿ By the definition of ü, (3.6), we have the identity / UM(u(t", x), uh) {<yf0(i"+i -t') -oeeo(tn -t')} y/e(x -x')dx 7r¿ = / / Um(ü(í, x), uh)dtcoeo(t -t')ipe(x -x')dxdt, Jt" Jri so E¿ e(u, uh) defined by (3.7) is bounded above by the quantity / / UM(ü(t,x),uh)d,<üeo(t-t'){if/((x-x')-ipe(x;x')}dtdxdt'dx'. Jqt Jq't Using integration by parts in time, we can rewrite this term as follows: / UM(ü(t, x), uh)dtcúeo(t -t') {y/e(x-x') -y/e(x; x')}dtdxdt'dx'
Jr<> Jq't Each term in the right-hand side above can be estimated along the lines in the proof of Lemma 3.3. We omit the details. D 3.4. Estimating the entropy production for the approximate solution. In this subsection, we prove the following result. We multiply the last inequality by ojeo(t'n+x -t) and sum with respect to the time variable:
-/ UMiuhit', x'), c)iïdt,oeeo + FMiuh , c) • V>e<y£o(t; t')dt'dx' JQ'r + I UMiuhiT, x'), c) w'€coi0(T -t)dx' -j UM(uh(0, x'), c) y/'ecot0(t)dx' Jr." Jr."
< £ £ \K\Vt0(t'n+i-t)\UM(uK+x,c)tt--l-£ UM(uK+,le,c)wie\e\\
+ E E aK,e {^f («# , O-^Zle . C)\ ^,e<0^n+x -t)x\e\.
The statement in Lemma 3.4 then is a consequence of Jensen's inequality applied to the convex decomposition (2.8). D
The following a priori estimate of the entropy dissipation of the scheme was derived in [9] . The proof is based on the arguments already used in the proof of Lemma 3.4. See [9] for a proof. The proof is complete in view of (2.10). D
In the derivation of (3.14), the assumption (2.16) is used to estimate the entropy production only. When the antidiffusive term aK e vanishes identically, (3.14) holds with d =0.
Equipped with (3.14), we now turn to estimating E{ and E2. In view of Lemma 3.4, Proposition 3.4 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 below. I \tt(x;x')-rt e(x;x')\dx<C-.
Jr." e Since the triangulation satisfies condition (2.1), and by using the CauchySchwarz inequality, we deduce that I {\e2(t,x)\ + \6i(t, x)\}dtdx < C-(||M*||LOo([o>r)xH-) + Nik-) (3.16) JQt <C*(||«olk-+C2A-').
The proof of Lemma 3.6 is complete in view of (3.15) and (3.16). D 
The antidiffusion schemes
In this section, we prove that Theorem 2.1 does apply to the so-called modified antidiffusive flux schemes constructed from monotone schemes. For simplicity, we assume here that the underlying monotone scheme satisfies sharp entropy inequalities, in the sense of [14] . The antidiffusion schemes are formally high-order accurate schemes of the form (2.6) with a numerical flux g" K given by (4.1a) ¿U = C*" + <*, If 2y > 1, the term T2 can be easily estimated by using the compactness of the support of the approximate solution and the property (2.3) of the triangulation: T2 = 2A2i7w^N£ E h2rx(pKhKi\K\)\K\x (4.4a) "J "L «=o Ke3¡,,Kcíi(T) <2A2r¿^pT\n(T)\h2?-x. 117 IIl°°E stimating the term Ti is a more delicate matter because we need to control the differences \uK -uK |. To be able to do that, we require that the values for some p > 1. In [9] , it is shown indeed that (4.5) holds with U*(w) = w2!2, and p -2 or p = 3.
We start with the following result. <-4 II v IU°°I n the case of the (first-order) monotone schemes, A = 0, and the above inequality becomes Sp < £-£*€.?" ^»("a:) 1*1 > which is (up to a factor 2) the weak estimate proven for monotone schemes in [9] . In the case of the hyantidiffusion schemes, we can say, roughly speaking, that Qp remains bounded if the scheme does not produce too much antidiffusion. This is reflected in the condition y > max{l -l/p, 1/2} . Taking y = 1, we see that the order of convergence is no smaller than 1/2/?.
